AUSTR ALIA
There is no deck so small, so large or so
complicated that Flexiteek cannot provide
a meticulously fitted, fashionable solution.

Decks designed and manufactured
in Australia by the only company
with exclusive Australian
distributorship rights
Strict quality control
Genuine Swedish technology
Trusted by world’s leading
boat makers
Flexiteek
is a great product,
but it is only as good as
the skills of the designer
and manufacturer.

Only Flexiteek decks, manufactured in Australia, can guarantee accurate
colour matching, attractive design and fault-free manufacture.

Flexiteek comes from the European factory in rolls and each batch must be
checked for slight colour variations. Boxes from the same batch are checked
first, followed by a visual inspection on the assembly bench to ensure that
there are no colour variations, like the rejected samples shown.

Flexiteek is an ideal, long term, low
maintenance solution for pontoons, balconies,
bathrooms, pool surrounds and even the bar.

New generation deck designs
Big colour and caulking choices
Easy maintenance
Non-slip surface
Stain resistant (red wine, blood)
Can be water-pressure cleaned
Low sound and noise
Retains colour
Cool to walk on
Looks and feels like timber
Can be sanded like timber
AUSTR ALIA

Support Australian
industry.

A perfectly finished Flexiteek deck is a combination of raw product and
meticulous templating, manufacturing and installation.
Flexiteek planks are ultra
sonic and hand heat
welded together to form
an extremely strong and
watertight join. No glues
are used in manufacturing.
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The result is a deck that is
waterproof, with no screw
holes. Flexiteek costs
less than conventional
decking systems.

PO Box 1684 Oxenford QLD 4210
0412 880 718
sales@flexiteekaustralia.com.au
www.flexiteekaustralia.com.au
It’s easy to begin – go to Quotation form on
the website and you are on the way to low
maintenance, comfortable boating.

Flexiteek is a wholly owned subsidiary of Aczel Pty Ltd,
Gold Coast shipwrights and boat restoration experts
with more than 32 years experience.

